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Across
2. It's a type of berry, you will have to 
figure out which one
5. If you eat a lot of them they will 
make you fart
6. Has a lot of little dark seeds
10. long, thin, and green
12. Their "hair" is green
15. Very similar to a lemon
17. It is my "bro"
19. Long and green, I use in my salad
20. Wine comes from them
21. This fruit can be green or red and 
has the shape of a drop
23. I like this fruit... but it is way better 
when "split"
25. Your teacher is wrong, this is not a 
vegetable!
26. Is it not salty? 2 words

32. Stinky but some people like them (2 
words)
34. Not sure this is an American or an 
Italian word...
35. Another type of berry? Really?
Down
1. Can't eat one without making faces
3. Name and color are the same 
(plural)
4. Green or red, they are crunchy when 
raw, very soft when cooked. Bell...
7. Mmmm... an orange... wait, nope, 
this is something else
8. Big, round, and green on the outside
9. During Halloween they look scary
11. I heard they are very good for your 
health, but they look so tiny
13. It sounds like the opposite of war

14. I like fries! Where do they come 
from?
16. It's yellow, long, and there are a lot of 
them together in one husk
18. It may be little, but it has a big hat
22. They are "hard" to get
24. Main green ingredient in your salad
27. It's purple and fat
28. Orange, long, and crunchy if it's raw
29. It is also soft on the outside but a 
little bigger than the last one
30. A fruit so soft on the outside
31. It's sweet and red or purple
33. It's green leaves with lots of iron... 
wait, iron? Isn't that a metal?


